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Sex. Drugs. Loud music. Wild costumes. Dazzling light shows. These words can all describe a
great rock concert or a hot dance club, but they were also part and parcel of the ancient cultural
phenomenon known as the “Mystery religions.” In this book, author Christopher Knowles shows
how the Mystery religions got a secular reincarnation when a new musical form called rock 'n'
roll burst onto the scene. The Secret History of Rock 'n' Roll traces the history of the Mysteries
— their rise, their fall, and their survival through long centuries of repression. Knowles shows
how the Mysteries prefigured subcultures as diverse as Santeria, Freemasonry, Mardi Gras and
even the Holiness churches of the American frontier, and explains exactly how ancient rituals
and music found their way to the New World. In the process, The Secret History of Rock 'n' Roll
traces the development of rock's most popular genres such as punk and heavy metal, and
reveals how many of rock's most iconic artists play the same archetypal roles as the ancient
gods. You'll see how many of the rituals and customs and even musical styles of our postmodern
society have stunning ancient parallels. You'll meet history's first pop
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M. Anderson, “Interesting historical background on rock music. I thought I'd get more out of this
book. The first half goes over a lot of mystery religions and their secret initiations, so there is
enough value there alone to buy this book. The latter half tries to fit modern musicians into these
musical patterns. It's basically a who you should like and who you shouldn't like book that
doesn't approach this subject with any degree of objectivity. A lot of huge and influential acts get
ignored in favor of really obscure bands. It seems as if he is trying to impress us with his
esoteric knowledge when everything is on Youtube and Wikipedia now.”

Peter Morvay, “It shows a basic lack of knowledge and the book should have been much better
without these unfunded remarks. The book offers a very fresh and thought provoking approach
to the origins of rock music. Written with sharp humor. However it's a pity that the author tries to
claim that Christianity is originated in the antic Eastern pagan cults. It shows a basic lack of
knowledge and the book should have been much better without these unfunded remarks.”

Brian Boys, “The Ancients Were A Lot Like Us. The ancient mystery religions were like heavy
metal concerts? Knowles make a pretty good case. Very interesting reading.”

AquaFerg, “Five Stars. Great book. Very informative. A very enjoyable book.”

The book by Christopher Knowles has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 9 people have provided feedback.
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